




 Due Diligence

*Obligatory – I am not a financial advisor and I do not provide financial advice. Nothing contained within this post should
be construed as financial advice. These are my conclusions from my own research with my own damaged brain. All
investors need to do their own due diligence. Don't follow along blindly. Question everything, including my work.

TL;DR

I manually reviewed nearly every NPORT-P filing for this year containing GME shares. NPORT-P's are quarterly holdings
reports for mutual funds and ETFs (funds). Using data within the filings I was able to estimate GME shares being lent out
by these funds. The data will also show GME Swaps, Total Return Swaps, and short positions of these funds.

The funds lending out their GME shares are exposing themselves and their investors to securities lending counterparty
risks during MOASS. Securities lending is complex and exposes multiple parties to risks.

Funds that engage in securities lending typically lend their portfolio securities to broker-dealers which, in turn,
generally relend the securities to hedge funds and other market participants looking to implement various investment
strategies (short sell). SEC

Updated comment: This is not naked short selling right off the bat. Broker dealers are lending something they do not own
to begin with.

Main Data Points:

Reviewed 213 NPORT-P filings for funds holding GME shares (for holdings dates of 11/30/21 - 1/31/22). 2 files
were too large for my computer to open and I omitted funds with less than 100 shares (which was about 10 funds, I
thought it would be more)

138 funds lent some of their GME shares

70 funds lent out more than 90% of their shares

Total estimated shares on loan for ALL funds equals 5.72M (This does not equal short interest, merely the amount
of securities on loan by these funds)

Largest 32 funds by "estimated shares on loan" account for 5.09M of the total 5.72M (88.8%)

Estimated 47.8% of ALL GME shares were on loan (including funds that are not lending GME)

8 funds holding GME "swaps"/"Total Return Basket Swaps"

8 funds short on GME

1 fund with put options

Here's the search: NPORT-P 'GameStop' Filings

end tl;dr

I made a post about Fidelity's funds' lending a bunch of GME shares about a week ago. I encourage you to read that
post as it also lists more of the specific securities borrowers of those funds (big banks primarily). This post will not cover
much of that information even though its an important piece of the puzzle. It just got to be too big of an undertaking.
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Anyways, here is the information I used to calculate the estimated shares on loan by these funds:

Name of the Mutual Fund from the Filing

GME investment by the Fund

Number of shares owned by the fund and value of the shares ($63M)
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value of securities on loan ($61M)

Math: value of securities on loan / value of securities = % value on loan

% value on loan x shares owned ≈ shares on loan 

The above NPORT was filed on 1/25/22 for holdings on 11/30/21, and we'll be coming back to it in a moment.

Now, let's jump into zee day-ta.

Top 32 Funds by "Value on Loan"

Get out your microscope, sorry for the small print

Estimated shares on loan for the top 32 funds = 5.09M ($765M based on stonk price at the time)

Top 32 Funds by % of Value on Loan
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By % on loan, the top 32 funds all had at least 99% on loan... Yikes

I'll post the entire list at the bottom of the post. Familiar names, yes?

Swaps

Here's the list of funds containing Total Return Swaps (I highly encourage you to read u/Blanderson_Snooper's possible
DD, the Ultimate Wargame Theory here, as it discusses their research into Total Return Swaps and how Citadel and a
laundry list of bad actors, called the "Voltron Fund", have been using these derivatives to screw the banks over. Also, the
Pomeranian's possible DD here).

Here's two more that were labeled as "swaps":

Short Positions

Here's the list of funds that filed short positions:
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Fixin to get wrecked

T. Rowe Price Multi-Strategy Total Return Fund also reported some puts with the New York Stock Exchange listed as
the counterparty on a 3/25 filing...

Full List of Funds Lending GME Shares

Alphabetically, based on the filing entity:
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Soooo, not only are institutions shorting ETFs directly, but they're borrowing the underlying securities of the fund (to
short) as well. What a fascinating system we're getting screwed by.

Total Shares Owned by All Funds = 11.98M

Total Shares on Loan by All Funds ≈ 5.72M

Just for fun, here are ALL the borrowers of the one Fidelity fund I used as my example at the beginning of the post.
This is the value of all securities borrowed, not just GME:
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Morgan Stanley ($911M), Goldman Sachs ($454M), Citi ($388M), BofA ($380M), JPMorgan ($321M), State
Street ($239M), Barclays ($115M), BNP Paribas ($105M), UBS ($56M), National Financial Services ($32), Scotia
Capital ($25M), BMO ($17M), National Bank of Canada ($17M), Credit Suisse ($7M), Nomura ($7M), ING ($6M),
Jefferies ($5M), Wells Fargo ($2M), & Deutsche Bank ($1M)... Someone(s) here is borrowing GME shares. See "B.4.
Securities Lending" within the filing.

That's a lot of securities on loan for this fund. Many funds loaning GME shares, list these same entities as the fund's
securities borrowers.

The Counterparty Risk

Here are some quotes regarding potential risks when SHFs fail to return all of their shares during MOASS:

Deloitte - Securities Lending

A typical securities lending transaction involves multiple entities: borrower, lender, lending agent, prime broker,
and clearinghouse. Lenders typically include various investment firms, as noted above, whereas, broker-dealers and
hedge funds make up the bulk of the borrower group. Lending agents, on the other hand, are broker-dealers, custodial
banks, and some large asset management firms as well.

In almost every securities lending transaction, lenders are exposed to multiple risks*, such as counterparty default
risk, collateral reinvestment risk, market risk, liquidity risk, operational risk, and legal risk. In particular, counterparty
default risk and collateral reinvestment risk seem to have captured the most attention from regulators.*

SEC - Securities Lending

Lending agents often (not always) indemnify (protect) funds against the risk that the borrower will fail to return the
borrowed securities (to the extent that the value of the collateral is insufficient to replace the unreturned
securities). Lending agents, however, typically do not indemnify funds for losses incurred in connection with
cash collateral reinvestment.

mutualfunds.com - Securities Lending

When a fund lends the stocks, these assets are not actually part of the fund, the put-up collateral is. Typically, U.S.
Treasuries or cash is used. However, in recent years everything from mortgage backed securities and derivatives to
letters of credit and other exotic I.O.U.’s have become commonplace. These sorts of instruments fluctuate in price and
must be marked-to-market daily. That can actually affect the net asset value of the mutual fund if they swing rapidly. An
additional risk is if the mutual fund invests that money in something less than desirable to juice returns.

Secondly, if the collateral drops in value by too much, the investor borrowing the shares may be forced to add additional
collateral or cover the short early. If they can’t, the mutual fund and its investors are on the hook for the damage.

⏰
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DRS is the way I am protecting my shares in the event my broker defaults and is liquidated (741) from short selling OR
securities lending counterparty losses. AIG's securities lending counterparties were bailed out $43.7B in 2008.

I'm not telling you that your broker will default. I'm also not telling you to DRS your shares. I'm simply saying that I feel
safest knowing most of my shares are on GME's books at Computershare because when marge calls and the short
sellers are liquidated, that exposure is going to be passed elsewhere, including to the funds and other entities involved in
the securities lending listed above, and the other avenues we've done our DD on.

Buckle Up

Tanks fo reedin

Here's the list of funds that are NOT lending GME shares for those that want to see that information as well:

Avantis U.S. Equity Fund cost basis doesn't add up so it's flagged
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Note: There's still a few days of reporting left for this quarter.

Edit: A few comments came in that this comment in the TL;DR is incorrect so I have removed it as the comments are
right and I apologize for the mistake. "Wait a minute, isn't that naked shorting right off the bat? Oh, that's right, they are
"making a market"." The correct phrase should have been, aren't broker/dealers lending something they do not own to
begin with?

Edit 2: Replaced comment in TL;DR

Edit 3: Updated borrowing to lending in TL;DR because I'm dum.

Edit 4: Added a missing "M" millions
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